
Growth Teams 
Designing A Growth Machine 

For years whenever I’ve heard people refer to “growth hacking” I’ve always thought, yeah... the “hack” is 
called hard work. Growth hacking is not a shortcut. It IS hard work.

Growth hacking is simply blurring the lines between marketing and engineering with rapid fire 
experimenting, testing and feedback that helps you scale faster.

This is not about building a sales team or a marketing team, but a growth team.

Tips: 
Rarely does bringing in one savior super hero marketer work. It’s a team effort.
Don’t outsource growth team type work to outside consultants.

You must first offer a “must have” product / service that a large group of people would love.

How to find out if what you offer truly is viewed as a “must have” to others.
Ask your customers / clients:

How disappointed would you be if ___(your co.)___ no longer existed tomorrow?

A) Very disappointed
B) Somewhat disappointed
C) Not disappointed
D) NA - I no longer use it 

* If 40% or more are A) very disappointed, you have sufficient “must have” status.
* If you don’t reach 40% yet, you must find out why before diving into massive growth team efforts.
* If 25% to 40% respond very disappointed, you likely just need to make some tweaks.
* If less than 25% respond very disappointed either you have the wrong audience for your product / 

service or it needs more substantial development before massive growth efforts.

Customer feedback questions:
What would you likely use as an alternative to _________ if it was no longer available?What is the primary 
benefit you’ve received from using _________?
Have you recommended _________ to anyone? If so, how did you describe it?
What type of person do you feel would benefit most from __________?
How can we improve _________ to better meet your needs?
Would it be ok if we followed up with an email to get clarification to one or more of your answers?
Replace emotion based behavior with data driven behavior.
A/B test everything and be 100% completely emotionally detached.

When the company Highrise A/B split tested copy, it changed from 
“Sign up for a free trial” to “See plans and pricing” and they improved their sign ups by 200%
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Go deeper than just testing clicks. You don’t know if they clicked and then opted out right after. If so, that 
test isn’t very helpful. Test every variable of everything you can.

Data scientists can likely get to better marketing results than marketers, but you still need a great marketer 
as part of the team.

Have a place where all data about customers throughout their customer experience is stored and kept 
organized.

What things did your prospects who became customers do? What steps did they take in the beginning? 
How can you make all your other prospects do that too? Example: Twitter noticed that people kept using 
Twitter if / when they followed 30 or more people, so they added prompts to get new users following 30 
people in the process for starting a new account and they have teams of people constantly testing and 
perfecting that experience.

Figure out your company’s winning formula by using the metrics that matter the most. (Use the most 
simple way possible.)
Examples: 
Ebay: number of sellers listing items x number of items x number of buyers x number of transactions = gross 
merchandise volume growth.
Amazon: Vertical expansion x product inventory per vertical x traffic per product page x conversion to 
purchase x average purchase value x repeat purchase behavior = revenue growth Uber: Their 2 core 
metrics are number of drivers and also number of riders, because without both it lacks the “must have” 
experience.

Measure the steps it takes to get people to their “must have” moment with your product / service.

Determine which of your variables in your growth metrics best represents the delivery of the 
“must have” experience that you’re offering.
For Airbnb it was number of nights booked.
For Whatsapp it was number of messages sent.

Look at each of the steps your new customers take to get to their ‘must have’ moment. How can you 
remove friction? Example: one click, automated form fill in. 

Spend a significant amount of time planning out and structuring your data tracking, collection and pulling 
to get the best possible data insights. Just remember, data tells you what is happening but not why and too 
many reports can lead to data overload and overwhelm. Too much testing too quickly can do more harm 
than good.

Take your data and put it into actionable ratios to work with instead of lots of static numbers. For example, 
the difference between “new users acquired” vs. “new users per week compared to prior weeks” that’s 
letting you know if your numbers are rising or falling.

Holding a team meeting (do it once per week to every 2 weeks)

/, Explain how growth process will work clarifying everyone involved’s roles. (OKRs)
0, Lay out method for generating and prioritizing ideas.
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1, Data analyst shares the initial analysis that has been done.
2, Growth lead presents key growth metrics, the #1 core metric and the team’s areas of focus.
3, Team sets realistic goals and tempo for testing .

Sean Ellis’ ICE score for rating growth ideas on a 10 point scale. Give 1-10 for each:

Potential Impact of the idea:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Confidence in how effective it would be (based on prior experiments and actual data)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ease to implementation (how much time and money would be required?)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Average all 3 for total score. Rank ideas by their score.
Use as a guide but not the end all be all. Low rated score ideas can still become huge.

Hacking Customer / Client Acquisition

Experiment to find your optimal channel(s). Research channels thoroughly before picking the best 
ones.

Viral / word of mouth
Facebook
Pinterest
Snapchat
Embedable widgets
Referral programs
Online video
Community engagement
Contests and give aways
Platform integrations
Crowd funding
Games 
Quizes

Organic
SEO
PR and speaking
Content Marketing such as...

Case studies How to 
guides Press releases 
Info graphics Special 
reports Articles
Pdfs / ebooks Web 
forums Reviews 
Videos
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Powerpoint presentations
Images and photos
Interviews
Lists
Q&A websites
Pinterest
Instagram
Facebook
Snapchat
Tumblr
LinkedIn 
Twitter
Local business listings
Podcasts
Ask me anything series
Quizzes
Free tools
Medium posts
Buzzfeed
Testimonials
App store optimization
Free tools
Email marketing
Community building
Strategic partnerships
Contributed Articles
Website merchandising 

Paid
Offline ads like tv, print, billboards
Online ads like google, facebook, youtube
Affiliate advertising
Influencer campaigns
Radio
Retargeting
Ad networks
Sponsorships on blogs and podcasts etc.
Native content ads
Trade shows

How to rank prioritization of channels by Hubspot’s former head of growth. Start by optimizing the 
most cost effective channels before testing out the more expensive ones.
Give each channel a high, medium or low score or from 1 to 10, average them and then rank them.

Cost: How much you expect to have to spend to run the experiment.
Targeting: How easy it is to reach your target audience. How specific you can be with who you’re able 
to reach with your experiment?
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Control: How much control you have over the experiment. Can you make changes to it once it’s live? Is it 
easy to stop / adjust.
Input time: how much time it will take to launch the experiment. Shooting a tv commercial takes longer 
than running a Facebook ad.
Output time: How long will it take to get results out of the experiment once it launches? Building SEO takes 
longer than testing a radio ad.
Scale: How large of an audience can the experiment reach? (TV vs. a topical blog)

If you don’t have a dedicated data analyst or the resources for one, you can use tools like:

https://mixpanel.com/
https://www.kissmetricshq.com/
https://amplitude.com/

More Tools:

https://www.klipfolio.com/ - Build your own dashboards.

https://www.domo.com/ - Domo connects to disparate data sources and instantly visualizes the 
information you need.

https://funnel.io/ - Collect all your marketing data and visualize it anywhere.
Funnel allows data-driven companies to automate marketing data collection and lets you feed the data 
into any destination you want.

https://colibri.io/ - Collect aggregated data across multiple social media networks like: Twitter or 
Facebook, blogs, reviews, forums and sharing sites. It helps you discover who, where and what is talking 
about your brand. Insert yourself in the discussions about your competitors whenever there is a need for it. 
Find people actively looking for your products or services, but not for your brand.

https://vwo.com/ - Run an optimization program that repeatedly improves your visitors' experience.

What dashboard / KPI tools do you use to measure your tests and experiments?

Recommended reading:

Hacking Growth by Sean Ellis & Morgan Brown

Additional resources from the book: www.growthhackers.com/resources
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